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Compass desk and chair. 
The new generation.
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1. The Compass Table with a(n)… 
2. …bookrest, 
3. …removable plastic storage bin, 
4. …easy-stack function, 
5. Compass-LuPo chair with a moulded plastic seat. 

3.

5.

1.

4.

2.

Model 22450/22451
Model 31300

Keeping things neat is now simple: The Compass Table can
conceal a plastic storage bin that functions like a drawer
under its table top. It is fully mobile, so after lessons, e.g., it
can be removed and locked away in the classroom's storage
cabinet.

COMPASS TABLE:
BECAUSE CLEANLINESS BEGINS IN THE 
CLASSROOM.

WELL-ORGANIZED
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COMPASS TABLE:
SCHOOL WORKPLACE WITH BUILT-IN ORGANIZATION.

MORE FEATURES
After the school day is over, the optional bookrest doubles
up as a cover for the retractable plastic bins. Those plastic
bins, while serving as book storage during the day, can be
used as laptop storage as well. To secure the laptops after
school, simply take the covered and name-labelled boxes
out of the desk and store them conveniently in a lockable
cabinet. 

The Compass Table with a… 
1. …bookrest, 
2. …retractable materials container with the bookrest 

stored away, 
3. …laptop, 
4. …laptop in the materials drawer. 
Additional features such a cupholder and backpack hook
are also available. 

1. 2. 3. 4.

Model 45229
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Instant access to important materials is indispens able. 
The Compass Table is the solution with great storage 
capabilities: books and documents can be stored away 
but are always easily accessible when needed.

1. The Compass Table with a(n)… 
2. …material storage compartment, 
3. …easy-stack function. 
4. Chair: PantoSwing with a moulded plastic seat. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

Model 22450/22451

Model 31400

COMPASS TABLE: 
OFFERS WORK AND STORAGE SPACES COMBINED. 

FILED & READY
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1. The Compass Table with a(n)… 
2. …chair holder,
3. …easy-stack function.
4. Chair: PantoMove–LuPo with a moulded plastic seat.

2.

1.

4.
3.

Model 31501, 31505, 31506

Model 22450/22451

The Compass Table also comes optionally with chair holder
integrated below the work surface to accommodate the
PantoMove swivel chair, which is especially ergonomic
thanks to its dynamic seat with 3-D rocking mechanism, 
for example. The chair holder for PantoMove, PantoSwing 
or Compass chairs makes cleaning the classrooms and the
table tops easier.

COMPASS TABLE:
WITH THIS SOLUTION, YOU'LL ALWAYS 
KNOW WHERE TO STORE YOUR CHAIRS.

BETTER FUNCTIONS
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1. Basic Compass table. 
2. Chair: Compass-VF with a plywood seat/backrest. 

1.

2.

Model 31320

Model 22450

Model 22450

Flexible use of space: when not needed, tables can be 
simply stored away. Thanks to the high-quality (12-gauge)
steel tube frame and the rigid desktop with durable
polyurethane edging, all models in the Compass Table
range can be stacked vertically. Stack-guards on the table
legs guarantee optimum stability. The Compass tables are
also available in floor-protecting 2-component glides.

Some 4-legged Compass chairs are also stackable. The
Compass-VF comes with a plywood seat/backrest. The grip
hole in the backrest makes the chair easy to move around
and simple to stack. 

COMPASS TABLE:
HASSLE-FREE REARRANGING OF THE 
CLASSROOM.

SPACE-SAVER
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Model 31332

Model 31330 Model 31340 Model 31360

Model 31335

Fully- and partially-upholstered or classic plywood
seat/backrests - you choose your favorite Compass chair.
Both the plywood and the upholstered versions of the 4-
legged chair are stackable up to 10 chairs. The upholstered
Compass chairs are available in a variety of fabric colors.
No matter which Compass chair you like best - all of them
support better learning thanks to their comfortable seating.

COMPASS CHAIR:
SEATING COMFORT FOR BETTER CONCENTRATION.

IN GOOD SHAPE

Model 31362
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Model 31312

Model 31315

Model 31310

The Compass chair also comes as an air-cushioned model.
This pioneering VS development has already earned wide-
spread acclaim in educational environments for many years.
The seat shell is manufactured using a sturdy double-walled
polypropylene shell - an environmentally-friendly, fully-
recyclable and flexible material. The comfort effect: the air
cushion ensures relaxed seating. The seat shell is also highly
durable and withstands the wear and tear of school life day
after day and year after year. 

COMPASS CHAIR:
TOP MARKS FOR COMFORTABLE SEATING.

AIR-CUSHIONED


